OMEX
PERFORMANCE ELECTRONICS

REV LIMITERS AND SHIFT LIGHTS

Consistent, optimal gear shifts. Engine over-rev protection. Faster launches. All racers need these, and Omex Technology’s
range of Rev Limiters and Shift Lights provide the solutions.

REV
C L U B M A N

REV
WITH LAUNCH CONTROL

A high performance engine rev limiter. The Rev Limiter
Clubman offers a switchable soft and hard cut rev limit
reducing engine power safely as the user definable limit is
approached. Available in both single coil and twin coil for
use on 4cyl DIS engines.

Similar to the Rev Limiter Clubman, but with the addition
of an auxiliary rev limit that can be set, then operated with
the supplied switch to give consistent starts, reducing the
chance of wheelspin or engine ‘bog down’.

RETAIL

INC VAT

Single Coil

£85.00

£102.00

Twin Coil

£90.00

£108.00

Single Coil

£105.00 £126.00

Twin Coil

£110.00 £132.00

A shift light with a small (40x16x13mm) remote LED
module incorporating four 5mm incrementally lighting
LED’s of 350mcd brightness (each). Both the final shift
point and the increments between LEDs are user
definable to suit the driver’s needs.

£105.00 £126.00

SHIFT LIGHT

£90.00

PRO

A highly accurate shift light with a single remotely mounted
ultra-bright 3000mcd brightness 10mm bezelled LED. The
engine speed at which the LED lights is user definable and
can be set in increments of 100rpm.

SPEED
SYSTEM

Combining a high performance soft-cut rev limiter and a
single remotely mounted 10mm LED shift light. The Speed
System provides a complete solution in one unit.

SHIFT LIGHT
SEQUENTIAL

0110
1011

Single Coil
Twin Coil

e11

Dimensions & Weight

Rev Range

Dimensions - 82x40x22mm
Weight (approx) - 125g
Wire Length (approx) - 2m

2 Cyl 1,000RPM-20,000RPM
4 Cyl 1,000RPM-20,000RPM
6 Cyl 1,000RPM-12,000RPM
8 Cyl 1,000RPM-10,000RPM
Accuracy+/ 10RPM@6KRPM

£108.00

£105.00 £126.00
£110.00 £132.00

E-marking
The Omex product range is
European Type Approved and
therefore legal for road
vehicle use.
2/245-95/54-1573-00
e11 7EUROPEAN
TYPE APPROVED

Digital Set

Manufacture

Omex’s acclaimed increment and decrement buttons and
LEDs, allow user set points in 100rpm steps. This does not
rely on external information and so removes error due to
tacho and reading inaccuracies.

All Omex products are manufactured in an ISO9000
approved factory and are individually tested before sale,
ensuring a consistently high quality product.

Price list valid from 04/01/2011. Prices can change without notice. E&OE. VAT@20.0%
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